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Abstract. The article presents a novel hybrid concrete composite which is produced by combining glass and
basalt textiles for achieving enhanced impact resistance compared to their independently reinforced counterparts. A full factorial analysis was performed to determine the synergy of two types of textiles and their
combination on the impact strength and energy absorption. The two levels of key factors were considered for
analysis such as the type of textile and impact energy level, and variance. The influencing parameters showed
statistical significance with more than a 90% confidence level concerning impact resistance and energy
absorption. The combination of two textiles showed the highest impact resistance irrespective of the energy
levels, compared to the use of single textiles. The findings demonstrated that the energy absorption of hybrid
textile reinforced concrete is not significantly enhanced with the increasing level of impact energy. At the high
levels of impact energy, in comparison to the hybrid textile reinforced concrete slabs and basalt textile reinforced concrete, more energy is absorbed by the glass textile reinforced concrete slabs. Thus, in hybrid textile
reinforced concrete, it is indicated by the failure pattern that combining basalt and glass textile influences the
degree of local failure. Therefore, this research emphasizes on the synergy to customize and optimize textile
reinforced concrete with superior impact resistance and energy absorption for the protection of structures in the
event of impact loading.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the impact resistance of different types of concrete composite and structural members under low to the
high rate of loading conditions is a topic of interest for
researchers. The cement-based materials in their service life
are conditioned to impact loading by low speed and consequently, their impact response may be affected by the
structural parameters. Besides, the use of various reinforcing materials can have a profound effect on the resistance to
impact loading [1–4]. In this context, previously fibers and
textiles were considered to have more energy absorption
and impact resistant abilities [5–7]. The utilization of
Textile Reinforced Concrete (TRC) is considered as a latest
development in this research domain. In TRC, for reinforcement non-metallic textiles are employed as well as for
matrix a fine-grained cementitious binder is employed. The
use of textiles has proved to be advantageous in impact
conditions for energy absorption. The commonly used
fibers to manufacture the textile are glass, carbon,
polypropylene or aramid [8–10].
Moreover, the TRC specimens show comparatively
higher energy absorption than conventional plain concrete.
*For correspondence

The impact resistance and toughness are mainly affected by
the mechanical anchoring emerging from the bond due to
matrix-reinforcement as well as the structure of fabric [8].
Furthermore, the penetration and perforation have been
predicted for low-speed impact resistance [11]. It was
observed that because of the higher impact resistance of
TRC, it can be used to guard the present components of
concrete [3, 12]. Some of the experimental studies have
proven the superior impact resistance provided by textile
reinforcement than impact resistance provided by fibers
[3, 13, 14]. The impact test on basalt textile reinforced
concrete specimens showed that the impact velocities significantly influence the failure patterns, however, boundary
conditions and temperature are not affected [15]. Although
many efforts have been made to study the effect of impact
load [16, 17] as well as different temperatures [18], the
studies for the effects on the impact behavior of the TRC
under the influence of impact comprising lower speed
which falls within the range of 0.77–4.62 m/s [15] are
limited. Recently, in the research conducted [19], the TRC
slabs were investigated in detail for the influence of characteristics of textile and matrix on the impact response. It
was concluded that due to the TRC’s heterogeneous nature,
the impact resistance is affected by its characteristics and
the kind of textile. Hence, independent characterization
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studies need to be conducted for concerned structural
applications.
Even though the impact resistance of TRC has been
studied experimentally, the possible interactions between
various parameters that affect the impact response have not
been dealt with in detail. One of the ways to address this is
by employing the approach of design of experiment (DOE)
that is completely multi-factorial. In addition, the possibility of combining two textiles for better performance of
TRC under the effects of impact loads have also not been
addressed to date. Therefore, in the current research,
innovative hybrid TRC’s impact resistance incorporating a
combination of glass and basalt textile was investigated and
compared with their independently reinforced counterparts.
The interaction effects between energy level and type of
textile on impact resistance and energy absorption was
investigated by full factorial design of experiment
approach. The study aims to ultimately construct a composite with superior resistance to impact loading so as to
create novel optimized and customized alternatives in
designing TRC structural elements by using combination of
textiles of different materials, thus bringing in hybrid
concept.

TRC specimens compared to those with textiles placed at
the farther end, layer by layer or in the top and bottom
position [19].

2.2 Impact loading test
For examining the impact behaviour, instrumented impact
machine was used to test specimens. The TRC slabs were
provided with a simply supported condition. The steel
frame using C-clamps were used to clamp down the slab.
The impact was applied on the specimen using an insert
that was hemispherical and consisted of 40 mm diameter
fixed with tup and carriage frame consisting of 9.155 kg as
the total mass. The Data Acquisition System (DAS)
receives a signal from the impacting tup also known as
striker during the impact test. Subsequently, the signal is
logged at each time step as a measure of impact force in
Data Acquisition System (DAS). The contact force established amongst the TRC slab and the tup was assessed by
utilizing a dynamic load cell that was inserted inside the
impacting tup. Further, in each category, 3 specimens were
examined for different levels of impact energy comprising
of the values as 50 J, 100 J and 200 J. All reported results
depict the average value obtained with triplicate specimens.

2. Experimental details
2.3 Design of experiments using full factorial
analysis

2.1 Material and test specimens
The dimensions of TRC slab specimens are 450 mm length,
450 mm width, and 50 mm thickness. The test TRC slabs’
details are provided (refer to table 1). The three distinct
varieties of textile present within specimen of the slab
includes 10 layers of glass, 10 layers of basalt and hybrid
textile consisting each of 5 layers glass and basalt. The
tensile strength of glass and basalt textile is 45 kN/m and
70 kN/m, respectively. Both the textiles consist of mesh
opening of 25 9 25 mm size. The glass textile’s weight per
unit area is 225 g/m2, whereas basalt textile’s weight per
unit area is 350 g/m2. The binder that is employed in TRC
is composed of fly ash (0.36), cement (1.0), water (0.57),
silica fume (0.07), superplasticizer, quartz powder 0.2 mm
(0.61) and quartz sand 0.6 mm (1.02) with 0.4 ratio of
water to binder. The cube compressive strength of the
binder is 44.5 MPa (±4.2%). In all the specimens, the
center of the slab was placed with the textile layers. The
placement of textile layers in center was considered due to
the enhanced impact resistance observed for such type of

The experimental design was implemented by applying a
full factorial analysis approach to assess the effect of various energy levels on the TRC performance reinforced with
textiles of glass, basalt and hybrid combination. The statistical software Minitab18 was used to conduct DOE using
two variables, namely, the type of textile and energy level.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Failure mode
It was observed that the front face in each of the specimens
consisted of only a tup impression. The failure pattern of
three different kinds of specimens in the back side is
demonstrated in figure 1 for an energy level of 200 J. A
larger damaged portion was observed in case of Hybrid
TRC slabs while lesser damage was seen for Glass TRC.
The type of failure experienced by Glass TRC with one

Table 1. Specimen details.
Sl.No.
1
2
3

Specimen Designation
Glass TRC
Basalt TRC
Hybrid TRC

Size of the specimen (mm)
450 9 450 9 50
450 9 450 9 50
450 9 450 9 50

Type of textile
Glass
Basalt
Hybrid

No. of layers
10
10
5 layers of each glass & basalt textile
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Figure 1. Failure pattern.

Figure 2. Impact responses at 50 J.

layer of textile exposed was spalling of the binder. Further,
in the case of Basalt TRC consisting of two textiles layers,
exposed spalling and cracking were observed and in Hybrid
TRC consisting of three layers of textiles, exposed spalling
to a greater extent was observed. The corresponding damaged area is shown in the circles of figure 1.

3.2 Low velocity impact response
The measured impact loads for glass TRC, basalt TRC, and
hybrid TRC slabs are shown in figures 2, 3 and 4. It is
observed that from figures 2 to 4 that the initial pulse-like
waveform’s peak elevates with an elevation in impact
energy levels for all type of specimens, while the initial
pulse-like waveform’s duration is also fluctuating with
various energy levels. The difference in pulse duration is
predominant for energy levels 100 J and 200 J. The first
peak in instrumented test data is the initial contact between
the tup and the specimen. Then, for a quick instant, the

specimen moves away from the tup (rebounding from the
initial impact). This quick separation is revealed as the first
drop in the test data. Then the tup catches up with the
specimen (reestablishing contact) and continues to penetrate through the material. This initial contact is known as
the inertial loading event. The size of the inertial spike can
be explained by Newton’s Second Law of Motion, F=ma,
the sudden acceleration (a) of the specimen mass (m) produces a force (F) on the tup. The greater the mass of the
specimen relative to the force generated during failure, the
greater the size of the inertial ‘‘spike’’. The instrumented
impact machine used in the present investigation here is
having an in-built advanced software which contains features that eliminate the inertial load event from the data
calculations.
At 50 J, the impact loads that were estimated are identified and depicted by a waveform that is initial pulse-like
consisting of a high amplitude comparatively, and is followed by another waveform consisting of rather lower
amplitude. For both independently reinforced glass and
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Figure 3. Impact responses at 100 J.

Figure 4. Impact responses at 200 J.

basalt TRC, the first peak of impulse was observed at the
same time whereas a shift was observed in the peak in case
of hybrid TRC. For an impact with 50 J energy, on TRC
slabs, it was observed that force-time history for glass and
basalt TRC attained the peak at about 0.5 ms, whereas for
hybrid TRC, the peak occurred at about 0.7 ms. Moreover,
the hybrid TRC slab had a longer duration for the impulse.

The hybrid TRC at 50 J demonstrated an impact resistance
of 12% which was significantly higher as compared to glass
TRC at 50 J as observed in figure 2. A similar trend in
impact response was seen at 100 J as well. In this case, the
impact resistance of hybrid TRC was 21% higher compared
to the other specimens. At 100 J, a hybrid TRC slab
demonstrated two peaks in the impulses within 1.5 ms
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duration, which is different from what was observed at
50 J. At 200 J, the glass TRC showed only one peak, followed by a flat last low amplitude waveform. At 200 J, the
impact resistance of basalt TRC was 40% higher than that
of glass TRC whereas for hybrid TRC it was 97% higher.
Hybridization by combining glass and basalt textile as
alternate layers has provided an additional locking mechanism with the cementitious binder in TRC. This has
resulted in better bonding and strong interfacial zone
leading to the increased impact resistance for hybrid TRC.
The results also indicate that it is possible to optimize the
numbers of textile layers by combining textiles of different
materials to achieve a better impact resistance. If more
numbers of textile layers are used for textiles with higher
stiffness (as in the case of basalt textile) due to delamination, the full potential is not exploited. However, if they are
combined with lower stiffness textiles, a synergy is seen to
achieve an enhanced performance than their independently
reinforced counterparts.
Further, to assess and deduce the substantial factors
influencing the impact resistance of TRC, the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was conducted. The sum of squares
was utilized to evaluate Fisher’s variance ratio (F-value).
Subsequently, the p-value was determined, which lead to
the elimination of the null hypothesis due to the lowest
level of significance. The influence of every parameter with
p-value of less than 0.1 was considered to be statistically
significant. The ANOVA outcomes regarding the impact
resistance in the present study are provided in table 2. It can
be noticed that only linear influences energy level on the
basis of the P-value demonstrated to effectively influence
the impact resistance. While representing the results in
Anova tables, ‘‘linear’’ means that the relation between
input and output values follows a linear trend. ‘‘Type’’
denotes the type of textile used i.e., whether glass, basalt or
hybrid textile. ‘‘E-level’’ denotes the energy level considered in the analysis i.e., 50 J, 100 J and 200 J. During the
analysis, the error obtained was ‘‘zero,’’ and the two-way
interaction between E-level x Type had minimum Adj.SS.
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Hence, it was taken as an error to arrive at a revised
ANOVA table.
In addition, to assess the independent effect of each
parameter in a factorial design, Main effect plot was used.
When the different factors are altered, the variation in
impact force is observed as shown in figure 5. It is evident
from figure 5 that the Hybrid TRC could achieve maximum
impact resistance in comparison to independently reinforced glass and basalt TRC. Further, to assess the complete
effect of various factors that influenced the impact strength,
the interacting factors and interactions amongst them also
had to be considered. Likewise, the interaction plot
amongst the two distinct factors was investigated in this
work (figure 6), which was the type of textile and energy
level. The average impact strength is indicated by the
vertical axis, while the variation of factors in accordance
with the factorial design is depicted by horizontal axis. In
the interaction plot, the lines that are non-parallel indicate
that a significant interaction between the parameters is
present. In figure 6, it is evident that the energy level is
significant for the impact resistance of TRC slabs, since the
p-value is less than 0.1. Finally, since the slope for 200 J
energy level is steeper, it can be concluded that significant
interaction has occurred. Also, at all energy levels, the
impact resistance of hybrid TRC has been observed higher
as well.

3.3 Energy absorption
In the instrumented impact test, the energy of the specimen
that is absorbed was calculated by the integration of the
area that comes under the force-displacement curve. Energy
absorbed vs. time captured from the experiment is shown in
figures 7 to 9. From the figures, it is noticed that the
maximum energy absorption peak was not the same for
three types of specimens. The impact responses of the
specimens at lower level of impact energy for hybrid

Table 2. ANOVA results for impact resistance.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

Model

8

724.8

90.6

Linear

4

580.6

145.14

Type

2

209.8

104.92

E-level

2

370.7

185.37

Error
Total

4
8

144.2
724.8

36.05

F-Value

P-Value

2.513176

0.194848

4.026075

0.103009

2.910402

0.165892

5.142025

0.078419
Figure 5. Main effect plot for Impact force.
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Figure 6. Interaction plot for Impact force.

Figure 7. Energy absorption for TRC slabs at 50 J.

specimen show better energy absorption compared to
independently reinforced specimens. However, for impacts
with higher energy levels glass TRC exhibits better energy
absorption. The basalt TRC demonstrates intermediate
response as compared to glass and hybrid TRC.
At lower energy of 50 J, the hybrid TRC demonstrated a
peak after a longer duration than glass or basalt TRC.
However, at 100 J and 200 J, both glass and basalt TRC
demonstrated maximum energy absorption peak at longer

duration than that of hybrid TRC. Further, it was observed
that Hybrid TRC absorbed more energy which was about
52% by imparting the energy of 50 J. However, a reduction
is observed in the percentage of energy absorbed, as the
energy level increases from 50 J to 200 J (figure 10).
However, only glass TRC showed a continuous increase in
energy from 7.5% to 21%, as energy imparted increased
from 50 J to 200 J while for basalt TRC, the maximum
energy absorption observed was 33% at 100 J.
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Figure 8. Energy absorption for TRC slabs at 100 J.

Figure 9. Energy absorption for TRC slabs at 200 J.

To find the influencing factors for energy absorption of
TRC, ANOVA was performed (refer to table 3). It appears
that only linear effects energy level were effective on
energy absorption with a statistically significant p-value of
less than 0.1. Figure 11 demonstrates the main effect plot,
depicting the change in the measures of energy absorption
when various factors are altered. As shown in figure 11, the
Hybrid TRC showed least energy absorption while the glass
TRC showed maximum energy absorption with respect to

the type of textile used in TRC. As energy level increased
from 50 J to 200 J, the energy absorbed also showed an
increase. The interaction plot amongst the two factors
examined in current research, namely the type of textile and
energy level concerning energy absorption is shown in
figure 12. It is evident that the energy level is significant for
independently textile reinforced slabs than the hybrid
combination, since the p-value is less than 0.1. The Hybrid
TRC shows the least interaction for energy absorption with
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Figure 10. Comparison of maximum energy absorption for various TRC slabs at different energy levels.

Table 3. ANOVA results for energy.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

Model

8

8689

1086.2

Linear

4

6432

1607.9

Type

2

1254

626.9

E-level

2

5178

2589

Error
Total

4
8

2257
8689

564.4

F-Value

P-Value

1.924522

0.275522

2.848866

0.167442

1.110737

0.413375

4.587172

0.092187

respect to the energy level while the Glass TRC shows
more variation as energy level increases from 50 J to 200 J.

3.4 Displacement
In the instrumented impact test, the displacement was
recorded with the help of photocell and flag mechanism. At
the start of the test, the initial reading is set and when the
tup assembly falls on the specimen, the displacement gets
recorded till it reaches maximum; and later it bounces back
to the initial position. However, if a rebound is arrested, no
further reading is recorded. At the most, it can reach to an
initial reading of ‘‘zero’’ due to bouncing back. From figures 13 to 15, it is noticed that the midspan deflection
increases with an increase in energy level for glass and

Figure 11. Main effect plot for energy absorption.

basalt TRC, whereas it is the same for all energy levels in
the case of hybrid TRC. Further, it was found that the
hybrid TRC demonstrated 2.65 times more displacement at
50 J as compared to glass and basalt TRC. For 100 J and
200 J, hybrid TRC showed least displacement. A twentyfive fold increase was observed in displacement for glass
TRC as energy level increased from 50 J to 200 J; twentyfold increase for basalt TRC and only 1.5 fold for Hybrid
TRC. It is noticed from figure 13 that the peak displacement occurred at an almost same instance for all three types
of TRC slabs at 50 J, whereas at glass and basalt TRC took
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Figure 12. Interaction plot for energy absorption.

Figure 15. Displacement for TRC slabs at 200 J.
Figure 13. Displacement for TRC slabs at 50 J.

Figure 14. Displacement for TRC slabs at 100 J.

a long time for exhibiting maximum displacement compared to hybrid TRC. At 200 J, the maximum displacement
occurred at 1 ms for hybrid and basalt TRC; whereas glass
TRC took longer duration. For 100 J and 200 J, the impact
energy, specimen with hybrid TRC attained least displacement as compared to glass and basalt TRC indicating
that the full energy absorbing mechanism could not be
completed.
To find the influencing factors for the displacement of
TRC, ANOVA was performed (refer to table 4). It appears
that only linear effects energy level were effective on displacement with a statistically significant p-value of less
than 0.1. Further, figure 16 shows the main effect plot
depicting the change in the measures of displacement when
various factors are altered. The Hybrid TRC demonstrates
least displacement, as it is apparent from figure 16. It is
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0.28249

absorption is shown in figure 17. It is evident that with
respect to displacement of the specimen, the energy level is
significant for independently textile reinforced slabs and for
hybrid combination, since p-value is less than 0.10.

2.770924

0.173676

4. Conclusions

1.184809

0.394363

4.357039

0.098982

On the basis of results obtained in this paper, the conclusions were drawn :

Table 4. ANOVA results for displacement.
Source

DF

Adj SS

Adj MS

Model

8

62.358

7.795

F-Value

P-Value

1.885583
Linear

4

45.821

11.455

Type

2

9.797

4.898

E-level

2

36.024

18.012

Error
Total

4
8

16.537
62.358

4.134

Figure 16. Main effect plot for displacement.

1. The failure modes of TRC slabs under impact loading
were significantly influenced by the type of textile used
in TRC. The TRC slab with glass textile showed
minimum damage due to its highest energy absorption
ability, followed by basalt TRC. In the Hybrid TRC, the
extent of damage covered a larger area. The spalling of
textile from binder was also more in the case of Hybrid
TRC. However, the impact resistance was highest in the
case of Hybrid TRC slabs.
2. The combination of two textiles showed the highest
impact resistance irrespective of the energy levels,
compared to the use of single textiles. The energy
absorption is higher for the hybrid textile only at a low
energy level while there is no significant improvement at
high energy levels. The slabs reinforced with glass
textile absorb more energy at the high energy level
compared to concrete reinforced with basalt textile and
hybrid textile reinforced concrete specimens.
3. The degree of local failure was influenced by combining
glass and basalt textile. The local failure observed for
glass TRC was minimum.
4. A full factorial analysis was carried out to determine the
interaction effects between the type of textile and energy
level.
5. The full factorial analysis revealed that the interaction is
most significant for all energy levels in the case of
Hybrid as well as for independently reinforced TRC for
all the three responses.
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